Features:
- European Minimalist Design
- 5 ft. (1.5m) Metal Hose
- Hand Shower includes flow restrictor
- Multifunction hand shower with 3-spray functions
- 24” Adjustable Bar with bracket
- Maximum Hand Shower Flow Rate: 2.5 GPM (9.5L/min)

Description | Product Number
--- | ---
Complete Personal Hand Shower Set (Includes Hand Shower, Wall Elbow, Hose & Adjustable Bar) | 831/098
Personal Hand Shower Only | 861/006

Available Finishes
- Polished Chrome 100
- Brushed Nickel 144
- Platinum Nickel 150
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CODES & STANDARDS
These products meet and exceed the following codes and standards:

- ASME A112.18.1
- CSA B125.1

*Flow rates shown are for mixed hot and cold.